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Abstract - In this paper, we present a robust transmission scheme for MPEG-4 AAC encoded audio data over fading wireless channels using Unequal Error Protection based on adaptive modulation and forward error correcting (FEC) codes. The encoded audio data is divided into three error sensitivity categories and a suitable combination of FEC and modulation order is determined for each category. The results are compared with non-adaptive (single order) modulation with FEC for the same channel conditions. Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality (PEAQ)-Objective Difference Grade (ODG) score has been chosen to measure decoded audio quality. Simulation results are presented as PEAQ-ODG score vs. channel signal to noise ratio at a fixed channel bandwidth. The proposed scheme achieves significant performance gain over the non-adaptive error protection scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication is susceptible to channels errors in the transmitted data due to fading, shadowing etc. On the other hand, the compressed audio data is very sensitive to errors which may lead to serious distortions and decoder crashes. Therefore, the MPEG-4 Audio Coding standard provides an error protection tool (EPTOOL) for protection against channel errors [1]. It uses the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) for error detection and the systematic rate compatible punctured convolutional (SRCPC) codes for bit error correction.

However, the error protection introduces significant amount of overhead bits depending on the channel quality. This demands more wireless bandwidth, which is a major constraint in wireless channels. Since the loss in different parts of compressed audio bitstream contribute significantly different amounts of distortion to the decoded audio quality, we design an unequal error protection (UEP) scheme in this paper. We first group the compressed audio frame data into three error sensitivity categories (ESCs) based on their contribution to the decoded audio quality. Our UEP scheme uses a combination of adaptive modulation and SRCPC to achieve the best audio quality for the bandwidth-limited AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. We measure the audio quality by using the ‘perceptual evaluation of audio quality – objective difference grade’ or PEAQ-ODG score. Since lower order modulation provides more error robustness at the cost of reduced throughput, adaptive modulation is an effective framework for selective protection of different audio data categories. The simulation results demonstrated that our adaptive modulation scheme with SRCPC achieves better audio quality for various channel SNRs.

In Section 2, we describe the categorization of audio data in different ESCs. In Section 3, we describe the effects of the choice of modulation order and FEC code rate on audio quality. In Section 4, we outline the proposed algorithm for optimizing audio transmission using adaptive modulation. Finally, in Section 5, we present our simulation results for additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and Rayleigh flat fading channels.

II. ERROR SENSITIVITY CATEGORIES (ESCs)

We use the Advanced Audio Codec (AAC) - Main profile with the single channel element (SCE) syntax, and transmit it using the audio data transport stream (ADTS) format. Single ADTS frame is divided into three logical ESCs as discussed below [2], [3]:

ESC1: ESC1 consist of the most critical information, where any bit error is likely to cause decoder crash. The data in ESC1 consist of fixed header (28bits), variable header (28bits), and some parts of data block, such as the channel Id, tag, global gain, individual channel stream (ICS) info, including the prediction and section (Huffman codebook and length) information. ICS info may have 11 or 15 bits depending upon long or short window sequence, respectively. Similarly, each section may have 7 or 9 bits, 4 bits for Huffman codebook to be used for the section and 3 or 5 bits for section length [4], [5]. The size of ESC1 varies depending upon frame and source rate. The ESC1 thus covers all the critical information bits including prediction (if any) and all section information.

ESC2: MPEG-4 standard specifies protecting the first 192 bits of raw data block for SCE [1], [3]. In most cases, these bits are
covered by ESC1; sometimes ESC2 covers remaining bits. Also, [3], [6] and [7] suggest protecting scalefactors with higher priority than spectral coefficients. The scalefactors are coded using a Huffman scalefactor codebook and each code length varies from 1 to 19 bits. The number of scalefactors depends on the number of sections in the frame as each section is assigned with one scalefactor. In this paper, the size of ESC2 is selected to be 200 bits to cover most of the scale factors, pulse, noise substitution and gain control (PNG) information. The ESC2 also contains important information to properly decode the spectral coefficients. Error in this part of bitstream, sometimes, cause decoder to stop decoding, as corruption may lead to invalid Huffman codes for scalefactors or wrong PNG information. Also, errors in scalefactors may cause distorted audio [3].

**ESC3:** The contents of ESC3 mostly consist of Huffman encoded spectral coefficients, and scalefactors and/or PNG if not covered by the previous category. Error(s) in spectral coefficients may lead to some moderate distortion in decoded audio quality, which can be concealed with error concealment schemes [3]. At a given target/source bitrate, the size of ESC3 varies from frame to frame and calculated as:

\[
\text{Size of ESC3} = [\text{AAC frame length (from variable header)}] - [\text{size of (ESC1 and ESC2)}]
\]

The AAC frame length varies from frame to frame depending upon type of input signal and target bitrate. Errors in ESC1 and ESC2 are referred to as syntax error, and errors in ESC3 are referred as data error [3].

### III. SELECTION OF FEC AND MODULATION

Significant work has been done [2], [7] on transmission of UEP audio bitstreams with single modulation and non-uniform FEC. In this paper, we implement the UEP scheme using adaptive modulation with uniform FEC. The adaptive modulation takes advantage of the logical distribution of bits in an audio frame as mentioned in the previous section. The data throughput achieved at a given channel physical bandwidth (in kHz) increases when the modulation order is increased. However, the bit error rate (BER) also increases at the same time. Therefore, we have selected the modulation order based on the significance of each ESC: 4QAM for ESC1, 8QAM for ESC2 and 16QAM for ESC3.

Same FEC (SRCPC code) strength is selected for all ESCs to keep the algorithm complexity low as explained in the next section. Since the ESC1 contains only critical data and size of ESC2 is fixed at 200 bits (its contents may vary for ESC2), switching to a higher source rate would increase the data in ESC3. The ESC3 mainly contains the coded spectral coefficients, where each coefficient may vary from 1 to 16 bits depending upon the Huffman codebook used, which are less prone to channel errors. This ESC distribution and the use of adaptive modulation gives us flexibility to switch to a higher source rate at a given channel bandwidth, which is not possible using single (non-adaptive) modulation, such as 4-QAM for all ESCs.

A channel bandwidth of 64 kHz allows transmission of only 64 ksymbols per second. In case of BPSK modulation the symbol rate is equal to bit rate and 64kbps encoded audio data can be transmitted without FEC. In case of random channel errors requiring the use of FEC, the encoded source bit rate should be decreased to accommodate FEC parity bits, thus lowering the audio quality. We have used the perceptual evaluation of audio quality (PEAQ) tool to evaluate the audio quality under various channel conditions. PEAQ tool gives audio quality score as Objective difference grade (ODG) as shown in Table 1.

Table 1 specifies the perceptual interpretation of the ODG. Subjective Difference Grade (SDG) = Grade \(\text{Signal under test} - \text{Grade Reference signal}\) (from listening tests), where the Grade of reference signal is 5.00 [9]. The PEAQ algorithm correlates the PEAQ-ODG score to the SDG using human hearing and cognitive model [8], [9]. Freely available PEAQ basic model, “PQevalAudio,” is used in this paper which is available as a part of AFSp programs and subroutines from the Telecommunications & Signal Processing Laboratory at the University of McGill, Canada.

**Table 1: PEAQ-ODG Score [6]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impairment</th>
<th>ITU-R Five Grade Impairment Scale</th>
<th>SDG/PEAQ-ODG Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imperceptible</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptible, but not</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annoying</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>-2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annoying</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>-3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very annoying</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 shows the PEAQ-ODG score vs. source bitrate for three different audio streams. For example, at high channel Eb/No (11dB on additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN))
channels), BPSK will provide an average PEAQ-ODG score of -2.23 for the audio stream used in this paper which translates to perceptual audio quality in the range of slightly annoying to annoying as per the ITU-R BS.1387-1 standard [8], [9] shown in Table 1. But in case of QPSK/4-QAM, again at high Eb/No (negligible BER), the source rate can be switched to 128kbps (ignoring other transmission overhead) thus allowing transmission of high quality audio with PEAQ-ODG score of -0.4 which corresponds to near excellent audio quality. Here, Eb is the average energy per bit and No is the power spectral density of the Gaussian noise at the receiver.

The proposed scheme identifies the optimal choice of overall source rate and the FEC code rate for a given modulation order for transmission of each ESC. As the BER increases with decrease in channel Eb/No, the audio quality degrades gracefully by gradually lowering the source rate in order to accommodate FEC overhead for robust transmission. Our scheme takes advantage of the error tolerance of each ESC of ADTS audio frame and applies FEC and suitable modulation to each category resulting in higher perceived audio quality as compared to using the non-adaptive modulation. However, at low Eb/No, it is sometimes not possible to transmit audio without critical errors even with the lowest available code rates.

IV. SIMULATION SETUP AND PROPOSED ALGORITHM

As stated earlier, the non-adaptive scheme uses the 4-QAM modulation, whereas the adaptive modulation scheme employs the 4, 8, and 16 QAM for ESC1, ESC2 and ESC3, respectively. The FEC codes are applied using the error protection tool (EPTOOL) provided by the MPEG-4 v2 Audio standard [1]. The channel is simulated using the error generation (errGen) tool also provided in the same reference source code. The errGen tool requires BERs along with other parameters such as the source bit rate, seed and FEC protected bit stream. Channel specific BERs are derived using Matlab functions ‘berawgn’ and ‘berfading’.

The EPTOOL allows applying SRPC and/or CRC to each ESC. The mother code rate is ¼, thus, giving a vast range of code rates ranging from 8/8 to 8/32, where 8/8 provides no extra protection with no parity bits and 8/32 provides maximum protection with 3 parity bits per information bit. The SRPC gives very good flexibility to adapt the rate according to the modulation order.

The algorithm described below (also shown in Figure 2) is used for adaptive as well as non-adaptive modulation strategies. The only difference is that for non-adaptive modulation all ESCs use single order modulation.

Algorithm:
1. Choose a value of Eb/No and channel bandwidth ‘B’.
2. Start with the highest available source bit rate \( R_{\text{max}} \), and the highest FEC code rate \( 8/(8+a_{\text{min}}) \) using the chosen modulation scheme, where ‘a’ is the SRPC code rate for all ESCs. In the EPTOOL, the value of \( a \) varies from 0 to 24 corresponding to the code rates 8/8, 8/9, …, 8/32.
3. If all the audio frames can be received and decoded, compute the PEAQ-ODG score and go to step 5. Note that the PEAQ tool needs all the frames of the decoded file to calculate its ODG score by comparing with the original file. This algorithm tries all the possible combinations for the best ODG score along with meeting the minimum successful transmission criterion (i.e., minimum 4 successful attempts out of 5); this guarantees best ODG score at given Eb/No.
4. Otherwise, use a lower source rate to accommodate higher error protection, i.e., new \( R_{\text{max}} = (R_{\text{max}}-2N) \) and/or \( a = a+1 \), where \( N \) is a positive integer \( \geq 1 \) (depending upon available physical channel bandwidth). The step size for source bit rate adaptation is 2kbps for gradual quality degradation. Go to step 2 with new values of \( R_{\text{max}} \) and \( a_{\text{min}} \).
5. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for five different seed values to generate different randomly corrupted bitstreams. This provision is present in MPEG-4 v2 Audio “errGen” tool.
6. Record the average PEAQ-ODG score for this Eb/No value after minimum four successful transmissions out of five attempts.
7. If there are no more source rate and SRPC code rate combinations available for error protection, record the output as ‘Unable to transmit without critical errors’ and assign PEAQ ODG score of -4.
8. Repeat for other values of Eb/No in the operational range.

AWGN and Rayleigh Fading channels are simulated with errGen tool with their respective BERs. The upper limit of the operating Eb/No range is selected such that with non-adaptive modulation (4-QAM in this case), it is possible to transmit near excellent audio quality with minimum protection. On the other side, the lowest Eb/No is selected such that minimum acceptable audio quality can be maintained with non-adaptive 4-QAM and a low rate FEC code. The lowest acceptable audio quality (PEAQ-ODG score of -3.5) and the highest achievable audio quality (PEAQ-ODG score of -0.3) correspond to source bit rates of 36 kbps and 96 kbps, respectively, for “thetest4.wav” audio clip of duration 5s and sampled at 48 kHz. This audio clip was also used in Figure 1.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS

AAC encoded and SRCPC protected audio data were transmitted over bandwidth-limited AWGN and Rayleigh flat fading channels using the adaptive and non-adaptive modulation schemes as discussed in previous sections. We used two channel bandwidths of 64 kHz and 48 kHz for both channel models. The comparative performance of both schemes is discussed below.

A. AWGN Channel at 64kHz

As shown in Figure 3, the adaptive modulation provides better audio quality than the non-adaptive modulation scheme at Eb/No ≥ 9dB. At each Eb/No, the best audio source rate and SRCPC code rate is shown as ‘R (code rate)’. However, the non-adaptive modulation scheme outperforms the adaptive modulation scheme at low Eb/No < 8dB due to high BER in ESC2 and ESC3. At Eb/No BER < 7dB, the data is corrupted by the very high BER and the adaptive modulation is unable to transmit without critical errors.

B. AWGN Channel at 48kHz

Results are similar to the 64 kHz channel case as shown in Figure 4. The adaptive modulation provides better audio quality than the non-adaptive modulation scheme at Eb/No ≥ 8dB. However, the non-adaptive modulation scheme outperforms the adaptive modulation scheme at low Eb/No < 8dB due to high BER in ESC2 and ESC3.

Therefore, even at 7dB, the transmission cannot achieve the desired success rate as compared to the AWGN-64kHz case.
C. Rayleigh Fading Channel at 64kHz

For Rayleigh fading channels, the operating Eb/No in our simulations ranges from 15 dB to 24 dB. As shown in Figure 5, the adaptive modulation scheme provides considerably better audio quality for these channel SNRs. The quality of both schemes is very poor for Eb/No < 15dB.

D. Rayleigh Fading Channel at 48kHz

Figure 6 shows that the adaptive modulation scheme provides significantly better audio quality than the non-adaptive modulation for Eb/No values above 15dB. At Eb/No < 16dB, the BER is too high, which makes it difficult to transmit without critical errors.

VI. CONCLUSION

Bandwidth is a precious and expensive resource in wireless communication channels. Furthermore, the compressed audio data is very sensitive to errors in wireless channels. Since different parts of compressed audio bitstream, if lost, contribute significantly different amounts of distortion to the decoded audio quality, we designed an unequal error protection scheme in this paper. We divide the compressed audio frame data in three categories based on their importance to the decoded quality. Our UEP scheme uses adaptive modulation where modulation order is dependent on the bitstream importance. Our scheme determines the most suitable source bit rate and RCPC code rate to achieve the best audio quality on the bandwidth-limited AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. The simulation results demonstrated that our adaptive modulation scheme with SRCPC achieves better quality for various channel SNRs.
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